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2021 Categories
 The CADM Tempo Awards honors Chicago's best response marketing work and professionals. When you compete for a
Tempo,  you have the opportunity to join the top ranks of our industry. It's your chance to showcase your outstanding

marketing strategy,  creativity, innovation & results. You can also showcase your exceptional response marketing talent
by nominating colleagues  to receive recognition for their contributions to our community.

Nominate A Talented Individual Professional
Nominate today one or more of your talented fellow employees or colleagues for one of our four individual
professional categories.  All nominees must be nominated by a colleague (current or past) and work for a

company in the Chicagoland area. Nominators and nominees do not have to be CADM Members.
 

The Charles S. Downs 
Chicago Response Marketer of the Year Award

 The Charles S. Downs Chicago Response Marketer of the Year Award is named for Charles S. Downs, the  late
advertising director of Abbott Laboratories, who was a founder of CADM and its first president from 1955 to 1957. 

This prestigious award recognizes one individual for their outstanding  achievements within Chicago’s 
 Response Marketing Community and beyond.  These achievements are demonstrated through:

 
Their career path and leadership skills

 
The guidance, advice and mentorship they have provided to current and future

response marketers both in Chicago and beyond
 

Innovations and new concepts they have contributed to the practice of response marketing
 

Their contributions of leadership, talent, and volunteer service, that exceed their
everyday business activities, that they have given to civic and charitable works.

Learn more and enter at www.cadm.org/Tempo_Awards  

http://www.cadm.org/Tempo_Awards
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The Susan Kryl Silver Marketer Award
The Susan Kryl Silver Marketer Award is named after Susan Kryl, an influential Past President of CADM, whose 

dedication to the Chicago Response Marketing Community during her career has set the standard for this award. 
This prestigious award recognizes up to three individuals, with at least 25 years’ experience, for their outstanding
achievements within Chicago’s Response Marketing Community.  These achievements are demonstrated through:

  
Their career path and business leadership skills

 
Active participation in the response marketing community

  
The guidance and mentorship they have provided to current and future multi-channel

response marketers, within their organization and in the community
 

The EL (Emerging Leader) Award
The EL (Emerging Leader) Award recognizes up to 5 emerging leaders in Chicago’s response marketing community 

who have 2-8 years’ experience and have significantly impacted their company and/or the community.
 

The Pat Wheelless "Mentor of the Year" Award
The Pat Wheelless Mentor of the Year Award is named for Pat Wheelless, the late founder of 

The Wheelless Group who was known for her exemplary mentoring skills. Pat was President of CADM in 1996-97.  
This prestigious award recognizes one individual for their outstanding commitment to being a 

positive influence in the life and career of others.
 
 

Submit Your Best Marketing Work/Campaigns
Submit your best response marketing work/campaigns that were executed between October 1, 2019 and 

December 31, 2020.  Whether you are entering to be recognized for a specific industry sector, marketing channel, your
creative or specifically for customer acquisition, customer loyalty or CRM we have a category for you.

 
All work/campaigns entries should not include any mention or logos of marketing service providers such as

agencies, printers, email service providers, data vendors or any other tech service provider.  We pride ourselves on a
fair competition which is why the judges do not see any information on the company/contact who submitted the

entry and we require entries to not include any mention of marketing service providers and the creative 
uploaded to not include any mention or logosof marketing service providers.

 
 

Learn more and enter at www.cadm.org/Tempo_Awards  

http://www.cadm.org/Tempo_Awards


Automotive Sector
Two or more related marketing elements across one or more channels that are part of a campaign with results

measured cumulatively to meet a program goal within the AUTOMOTIVE sector. B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Insurance Sector
Two or more related marketing elements across one or more channels that are part of a campaign with results

measured cumulatively to meet a program goal within the INSURANCE sector. B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Financial Services Sector
Two or more related marketing elements across one or more channels that are part of a campaign with results

measured cumulatively to meet a program goal within the FINANCIAL SERVICES sector. B2C or B2B Accepted.
 

Not-For-Profit Sector
Two or more related marketing elements across one or more channels that are part of a campaign with results

measured cumulatively to meet a program goal within the NOT-FOR-PROFIT sector. B2C or B2B Accepted.
 

Pharma &/Or Healthcare Sector
Two or more related marketing elements across one or more channels that are part of a campaign with results

measured cumulatively to meet a program goal within the PHARMA &/OR HEALTHCARE sector. B2C or B2B Accepted.
 

Home Services Sector
Two or more related marketing elements across one or more channels that are part of a campaign with results

measured cumulatively to meet a program goal within the HOME SERVICES sector. B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Transportation, Travel & Hospitality Sector
Two or more related marketing elements across one or more channels that are part of a campaign 

with results measured cumulatively to meet a program goal within the 
TRANSPORTATION, TRAVEL & HOSPILALITY sector. B2C and B2B accepted.
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E-Mail
Any E-Mail messages soliciting a measurable action. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.

 

Social Media/Content
Content involving the use of online social media channels to support measurable marketing objectives.

 Includes YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn, SnapChat, Instagram, etc. 
Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.

 

Direct Mail
Direct Mail campaign effort, includes envelope packages, self-mailers, catalogs and dimensional mailers. 

Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

DRTV/DR Radio
Short form or long form TV or Radio designed to generate a response. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.

 

Search & Display
Best use of targeted digital display designed to elicit a measurable response. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.

 

Branded Website
The collection of web pages and related content which is meant to function as the primary website 

for a company, product, service. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Campaign Microsite
An individual web page or cluster of pages which are meant to function as a supplement to a primary website. 

Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Experiential
A virtual or live event that is designed to created a meaningful brand experience for consumers, with a distinct,

measurable business objective. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Mobile App
A branded application designed specifically for smartphones or tablets, designed to enhance the 

experience of a product or service, or designed to market a product, service or event. 
Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
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Best Acquisition Campaign
Non-channel-specific campaign designed to acquire customers with measurable response. 

Work will be judged on results and creative. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Best Art Direction
Work that represents exemplary art direction and where art direction was a key part of what 

made the work successful. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Best Copywriting
Work that represents exemplary copywriting and where copywriting was a key part of what 

made the work successful. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Best CRM Program
Marketing or sales support-centered program (not internal organizational CRM or ERP). Tactics utilized to move

customers through the sales funnel: Raw leads, viable leads, nurtured leads, active leads, marketing
qualified leads, sales qualified leads. Work will be judged on organizational challenges and CRM-centered 

solutions as well as conversion tactics, data capture, customer data integration,  data organizational data use/share,
utility, attribution and impact to customer lifetime value. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.

 

Best Loyalty/Retention Campaign
Non-channel-specific campaign designed to retain customers and/or drive loyalty to a brand with a measurable

response. Work will be judged on results and creative. Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
 

Best Marketing Automation Program
Marketing automation strategy and tactics to move customers through the experience journey from awareness,

consideration, intent, purchase and loyalty. Inbound strategies and website conversion tactics, data capture,
persona segmentation, customization, dynamic content, targeting tactics/channels, device stitching, 

measurements. Work will be judged on improvement to customer experience, brand interaction, 
campaign and revenue attribution, and other client-relevant KPIs the strategy solves for. 

Any Sector and B2C and B2B accepted.
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